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A person could not wait to click the short video on the web, which was really similar to that 

of Yang Wen. 

” He … Yang Wen is in fact the little royal prince of the piano.” 

” Oh my God, Rong Liu, is your spouse the little royal prince of the piano?” 

” He is currently one of the most preferred Prince Charming online.” 

The women pupil began to stir restlessly. Contrasted to the Ferrari and also DR ring in the 

past, the envy they really felt presently was bone-deep. 

The number of women were stressed with the piano royal prince online? 

 

The number of women were thinking about marrying him every day and also night? 

They really did not expect such an enchanting male to be Yang Wen. 

Linda was surprised! 

 

The little prince of the piano was certainly Samuel. Just how did he come to be Yang Wen? 

Yvonne was also shocked. She really did not believe Samuel was existing to her, which this 

sort of lie was totally unnecessary. 

Now … 

Currently, Rong Liu stood up with a smile and stated, “Yang Wen has been exercising piano 

considering that he was a kid, and also his ability is tolerable. Last time in the mall, he just 

had an impulse. I didn’t expect that it would certainly create such a big noise. It turns out 

that you likewise recognize it.” 



The honored search Rong Liu’s face made Linda’s mouth water. Yang Wen was undoubtedly 

making believe to be a little prince of the piano world. Rong Liu was so outrageous that she 

was so immoral. Did she intentionally desire her schoolmates to covet her? 

” Rong Liu, you’re so lucky. Do you understand the amount of people on the net intend to 

wed the prince of the piano?” 

” If they recognize that the piano prince is married, just how heart-broken they should be.” 

” He’s rich, handsome, as well as can play the piano. Where can we locate a male like him?” 

After the track, Yang Wen bowed in a gentleman’s way, which excited the cozy applause of 

the female pupils. They all took a look at Yang Wen fanatically, wishing to be Yang Wen’s 

spouse. 

” I told you not to show off your abilities all over, but you still really did not listen to me.” 

Rong Liu strolled to Yang Wen and also grumbled. 

” Whenever I see a piano, I can not help yet itch. I truly can’t do anything concerning it,” 

Yang Wen stated helplessly. 

Linda stood up madly. She couldn’t birth to view any kind of longer as well as walked 

toward Rong Liu. 

Yvonne intended to stop her yet stopped working, so she could just sigh helplessly. 

” Nonsense, you’re not the little royal prince of the piano at all.” Linda pointed at Yang Wen 

and also claimed angrily. Yang Wen’s disguise was to taint the Prince Charming in her heart. 

Although this Prince Charming was her best friend’s hubby, Linda did not enable Yang Wen 

to do so. 

This time, Yang Wen made believe to be the little prince of the piano, which was also Rong 

Liu’s suggestion, in order to make those pupils covet her. All of a sudden, Linda jumped out 

and claimed that Yang Wen was making believe. 

” Linda, do not assume that you can take advantage of us even if we’re schoolmates. Why 

isn’t Yang Wen the little royal prince of the piano? I advise you to reclaim what you stated, 

or I won’t be respectful to you,” Rong Liu stated coldly. 



” Rong Liu, you’re getting a growing number of shameless. Do you assume it’s interesting 

for you to do anything in order to make your classmates jealous of you?” Linda said angrily. 

Do you additionally like our Yang Wen? Rong Liu took Yang Wen’s hand as well as said with 

a smile. 

” Bah.” Linda altercation hard on the ground and also said, “I will such as Yang Wen, unless 

I’m virtually blind.” 

After that, Linda said to the girls, “Look at the video meticulously. Although the piano prince 

didn’t reveal his face, does his profile look the same as Yang Wen’s except for his 

garments?” 

Hearing Linda’s words, the female students took out their phones one after another. After 

careful comparison, they found that there was indeed a big difference. Their faces were 

entirely various. 

Rong Liu really felt uncertainty and also was a little upset. Why do you say that Yang Wen is 

not the little prince of the piano? 

“That stated that I haven’t seen him prior to? I already understood that the little prince of 

the piano is,” Linda stated. 

“What a joke.” Rong Liu didn’t think Linda’s words in all, since when the video clip spread 

online, she likewise deliberately examined it, yet nobody recognized that the lead character 

in the video was, as well as it was therefore that Rong Liu risked to let Yang Wen pretend to 

be the little prince of the piano. 

 


